2018 INDIANA SAFETY AND HEALTH CONFERENCE & EXPO

March 12-14, 2018
Indiana Convention Center
Indianapolis

www.insafetyconf.com

DON’T MISS IT!
• New! Construction and Maintenance Sessions presented by CCS
• New! Technology in Safety
• Continuing Education Credits to fit your needs
• Distracted Driver Simulator
• 70+ Educational Sessions
• 100+ Safety Vendors
• 1000 Safety and Health Professionals and Suppliers

Conference Sponsor
Presented by
In Partnership With
REGISTRATION AND LODGING INFORMATION

5 Easy Ways to Register

Online: www.insafetyconf.com/register
Phone: (800) 824-6885
Email: seminars@indianachamber.com
Fax: (317) 264-6855
Mail: PO Box 44926, Indianapolis, IN 46244-0926

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full Conference: March 12-14</td>
<td>$449</td>
<td>$499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Days: March 13-14</td>
<td>$349</td>
<td>$399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Day: March 13 or March 14</td>
<td>$249</td>
<td>$299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-conference Workshops: March 12</td>
<td>$149</td>
<td>$199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expo-only: March 13</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>$99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>$99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSHARP/VPP Site Meeting</td>
<td>FREE</td>
<td>FREE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Group Discounts Available!
Use promo code GROUP
Send 2 or more and get a 20% discount.
Available online or email seminars@indianachamber.com to register your group.

Hotel Information
The Westin Indianapolis is the official conference hotel for 2018 and is conveniently attached via skywalk to the Indiana Convention Center. The hotel address is 241 W. Washington St., Indianapolis, IN. To reserve your hotel room at the discounted conference rate, please call (317) 262-8100 and request the 2018 Safety and Health Conference room rate or visit www.INSafetyConf.com/location/hotel. Group rate is available until February 9, 2018 (subject to availability).

Cancellations/Substitutions
All cancellations must be received in writing. A $25 processing fee per person will be charged for all cancellations. Cancellations received within two weeks of the conference date will be issued a credit certificate, less the $25 processing fee. Credits can be used toward any future Indiana Chamber conference(s) for up to one year. Credit is fully transferable. Substitutions are welcome at any time, but are requested in advance of the conference.

Special Diet Requests
If you have special dietary restrictions or food allergies, email seminars@indianachamber.com no later than February 26, 2018 so we can make arrangements for your meals.

Send Your Entire Safety Team!
- Safety Managers/Directors
- Industrial Hygienists
- Occupational Health Nurses or Practitioners
- Contractors
- Construction Managers
- Safety Committee Members
- Safety Consultants
- Plant Managers
- Loss Control/Risk Managers
- Facility/Building Managers
- Safety Engineers
- Maintenance Supervisors
- Human Resource Professionals

Conference Location
Indiana Convention Center, 100 S. Capitol Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46225
This year’s conference and expo will be held at the Indiana Convention Center, conveniently located in downtown Indianapolis and connected to the headquarter hotel via skywalk. Parking information is available at www.INSafetyConf.com.

Conference Mobile App
Receive text alerts, agenda updates, schedule changes and speaker information right to your smart phone. Details are available on the conference web site at www.INSafetyConf.com.

Continuing Education
- ASSE CEUs: maximum of 1.6
- Wastewater operator credit: pending
- CHMM: CMP points are self-auditing; see ihmm.org for criteria
- CIH/CAIHS: ABIH CM credit is self-auditing; see abih.org for criteria
- Indiana Chamber Safety Specialist Certificate: up to three credits
- HRCI and SHRM recertification: maximum of 14.25

Inclement Weather
Please visit www.INSafetyConf.com for details on our inclement weather policy.
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Kina Repp
Workplace Safety Advocate

Kina Repp began her first day of work in a fish processing plant. Forty minutes later, her left arm was being torn from her body as she was caught in a moving conveyor belt. This horrifying accident and her fight to survive changed her life forever. Kina’s story is tragic, insightful, compelling and powerfully motivating. She uses her experience to raise awareness about workplace hazards and the importance of making safe choices.

Sergeant Sammy Davis
Congressional Medal of Honor Recipient

Sammy L. Davis received the Congressional Medal of Honor on November 19, 1968 from President Lyndon Johnson for his heroic actions in Vietnam. Those actions inspired the wartime scenes depicted in “Forrest Gump.” Davis’s harrowing story about perseverance and resilience will inspire you to be the hero in your workplace.

Tom Cecich, CSP, CIH
Strategic Board Advisor, Avetta and Past President, American Society of Safety Engineers

Thomas F. Cecich is the past president of the American Society of Safety Engineers, where he was served on the Board of Directors and earned the honor of being named an ASSE Fellow, the organization’s highest honor. He has also served on the Board of Certified Safety Professionals (BCSP) and is a past president of BCSP. Cecich will discuss the current state of the safety profession and where it may lead in the future.

NEW THIS YEAR

Distracted and Impaired Driving Simulators

The distracted and impaired driving simulators bring home the shocking reality of the dangerous practice of distracted and impaired driving – as it is the cause for many accidents and fatalities worldwide.

Participants will learn first-hand how difficult it truly is to safely drive while impaired or while operating a mobile device.
2018 CONFERENCE SPONSORS

Conference Sponsor

![Gibson Logo](www.gibsonins.com)

Platinum Sponsor

Ice Miller

LEGAL COUNSEL

www.icemiller.com

Gold Sponsors

Community Employer Health

www.ecommunity.com

BCSP | Board of Certified Safety Professionals

Since 1969

www.b CSP.org

Silver Sponsors

Sentry Safety Services, Inc.

www.sentrysafetyservices.com

Faztek

Industrial Safety Guarding Solutions

www.faztek.net

KHA online

www.kha.com

CLMI

SAFETY TRAINING

www.clmi-training.com

Safety Management Group

Proceed with confidence

www.safetymanagementgroup.com

Athletico

PHYSICAL THERAPY

www.athletico.com

Indiana University School of Public Health

www.indiana.edu/~aphealth

For sponsorship opportunities, contact Jim Wagner at (317) 264-6876 or jwagner@indianachamber.com
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SAFETY EXPO

MARCH 13, 2018 | 7:30 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.

Visit these booths and be eligible for several prizes.

Expo Preview/Reception | Monday, March 12 | 4:30 - 6:00 p.m.

EXHIBITORS List of exhibitors as of December 12, 2017

3M - Personal Safety Division
Acoustical Systems, Inc.
Aim Right
AirFeet Technologies
Airgos On Site Safety
ALERT Safety Products, Inc.
All Safe Industries, Inc.
American Society of Safety Engineers - Central Indiana Chapter
A-SAFE
Athletico Physical Therapy
ATI Physical Therapy
ATI Worksite Solutions
Atlas Injury Prevention Solutions
August Mack Environmental
Board of Certified Safety Professionals (BCSP)
Boplan
Boss Manufacturing Company
Cardiac Science
Center for Vein Restoration
Chemwatch Americas LLC
CIS onsite
CLMI Safety Training
Columbia Southern University
Community Employer Health
Conney Safety
Cornerstone Environmental, Health and Safety, Inc.
Dustcontrol, Inc.
EMSL Analytical, Inc.
Ergo Advantage
Ergonomic Consultants of Indiana, Inc.
Essilor Prescription Safety Eyewear
Examinetics, Inc.
Fauske & Associates, LLC
Faztek, LLC
Forklift Training Systems
Franciscan WorkingWell / TravelWell
Generation Green Recycling
Gibson
Hastings Air Energy Control, Inc.
Hubbard Supply Co.
Ice Miller LLP
Indiana Chamber Business Resources
Indiana Chamber Membership
Indiana Department of Labor
Indiana University School of Public Health-Bloomington
ISTS-Industrial Safety & Training Services
KERAMIDA Inc.
KHA Online-SDS™
Kids’ Chance of Indiana
Kirk Key Interlock
Magid Glove and Safety
Market Force, Inc.
Martell Electric, LLC
Marto USA
Michigan Safety Conference
Micro Air, Inc.
Mid-America OSHA Education Center
Nilfisk, Inc.
Oswald Marketing
Parkview Occupational Health & Workplace Wellness
Pristine Products, LLC
Promote Productions
Protectear USA
Quest Safety Products, Inc.
R. C. Bremer Marketing Associates, Inc.
RAECO, LLC
Red Wing Shoe Company
RedVector
Ritz Safety
RMS Safety
Rupp Safety Associates, Inc.
Safety Management Group of Indiana, Inc.
Safety Resources, Inc.
SafetyWear
Saf-T-Gard International, Inc.
Sentry Safety Services, Inc.
SGS Galson
Showa Best Glove
Slice Inc.
SMRT Indiana
State Safety & Compliance
Targeting Customer Safety, Inc.
Trinity Safety Group
United Sales Associates
US Healthworks of Indiana, Inc.
VelocityEHS
Vincennes University - Business & Industry
Visual Workplace, Inc.
Wolman Optical
Worksafe-USA, Inc
ZOLL Medical

Sponsorships include an exhibit booth. For more information, please contact Jim Wagner at jwagner@indianachamber.com or call (317) 264-6876.

Highlights for the 2018 Safety Expo

• 100+ safety exhibits
• Hands-on safety demonstrations
• Distracted driving simulator (see page 3 for details)
• Wellness Corner
• Rest and Relaxation Center
• Speaker connections
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WHAT’S GOING ON

Expo Preview/Reception
Monday, March 12 | 4:30 – 6:00 p.m.
Expo Hall E
Join us as we kick off the 2018 Indiana Safety and Health Conference & Expo with hors d’oeuvres and host bar in the expo hall. This event is the perfect opportunity to meet new colleagues and catch up with old friends.

Hard Hat Reception
Tuesday, March 13 | 5:00 – 6:00 p.m.
Following the day’s activities, we invite you to spend overtime with us and mingle with sponsors, exhibitors, speakers and other attendees.

Make sure you register for prizes at many of the booths. The grand prize will be presented at the reception, so don’t miss it!

2018 Governor’s Workplace Safety Awards Luncheon
Wednesday, March 14 | 12:00 – 1:30 p.m.
500 Ballroom
The Central Indiana Chapter of ASSE and the Indiana Chamber of Commerce, in partnership with the Indiana Department of Labor, are pleased to present the 2018 Governor’s Workplace Safety Awards, recognizing the most innovative safety and health initiatives among Indiana’s workplaces.

Safety Expo
Tuesday, March 13 | 7:30 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.
Expo Hall E
Be sure to visit with the Safety Conference exhibitors to learn more about the products and services offered by our diverse range of exhibitors and sponsors. Attendees will be eligible for many prizes throughout the day.

Professional Career Counseling
Tuesday, March 13 | 9:30 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.
Inside Expo Hall E
Back by popular demand, we are pleased to offer professional career counseling at the conference. Conference attendees will have access to two recruiters specializing in safety, health and environmental opportunities. They will be available on a first-come, first-served basis all day on March 13 for strategic career guidance, updates on the current state of the job market for EHS, detailed resume analysis and suggestions on navigating the interview process.

INSHARP/VPP Site Meeting
Monday, March 12 | 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
Get an update on the Indiana Department of Labor’s VPP and INSHARP cooperative programs at this session that will also feature best practices from Indiana VPP and INSHARP sites. The session is open to all Indiana VPP and INSHARP sites as well as anyone interested in learning about the programs and best practices as demonstrated by these sites. If you wish to attend the VPP session only, please call (800) 824-6885.

2018 Conference Organizing Committee
- Jeff Fox, CSP – 2018 Conference Chair and President-elect, Central Indiana Chapter of ASSE (Dow AgroSciences)
- Kerri Begley, CMP – Conference Administrative Chair, Indiana Chamber of Commerce
- Chet Brandon, CHMM, CSP, MA, MS – President, Central Indiana Chapter of ASSE (ATI Worksite Solutions)
- Jesse Brothers, CMP – Sponsor/Exhibitor Coordinator, Indiana Chamber of Commerce
- Michelle Ellison – Assistant Commissioner, INSafe, Indiana Department of Labor/INSafe
- Kirstin Gent – INSafe Marketing and Communications Assistant, Indiana Department of Labor
- Jennifer George – Speaker/Concurrent Session Coordinator, Indiana Chamber of Commerce
- Christina Merriott – Past President, Central Indiana Chapter of ASSE (Trinity Safety Group)
- Vince Plank, CSP – Past President, Central Indiana Chapter of ASSE (Safety Management Group)
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CONFERENCE AGENDA

MONDAY, MARCH 12, 2018

8:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m. Registration Desk Hours
Hall E Entrance
Sponsored by

8:00 a.m. Continental Breakfast

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Morning Workshops

Morning Break
Sponsored by

Workshop 1
WK1. 8-Hour Risk Assessment (Part 1 of 2) ⭐️
- Elements of an effective employee injury risk assessment process
- Steps to assess risk in the occupational setting
- Methods to assess risk and using those assessments to drive organizational risk to lower levels
Pamela Walaski, CSP, CHMM, Director, Health and Safety, GAI Consultants, Inc.

Workshop 2
WK2. Process Safety Management (PSM) and Risk Management Plans (RMP) 101 (I/A; Any) ⭐️⭐️
- OSHA and EPA regulatory requirements for PSM and RMP
- Trends in OSHA and EPA PSM and RMP enforcement and the top five cited standards
Jonathan Zimmerman, CSP, CHMM, EHS Manager, Kellogg’s

Workshop 3
WK3. How To Become A Safety Training Ninja© (All; Any)
- Five ways to make training easier and more exciting
- Learning objectives that not only meet your company’s safety needs but that you can actually prove you achieved
- Begin to make compliance training actually interesting
Regina McMichael, CSP, CET, President, The Learning Factory, Inc.

Workshop 4
WK4. Safety Leadership: Conventional Wisdom and Unintended Consequences (I/A; Any)
- Contrast good leadership and good management in the context of safety
- Potential unintended consequences associated with common practices in accident and injury prevention programs
- Possible solutions that can reduce the likelihood of these unintended consequences
Mark Pergrem, MS, Senior Consultant, SAFEmap International

VPP

VPP. INSHARP/VPP Meeting
- Update on the Indiana Department of Labor’s VPP and INSHARP programs
- Best practices from Indiana VPP and INSHARP sites
- Open to all Indiana VPP and INSHARP sites and anyone interested in learning about the programs
Rebecca Ellison, INSHARP Coordinator, and Beth Gonzalez, VPP Leader, Indiana Department of Labor

12:00 – 1:30 p.m. Lunch (on your own)

1:30 – 4:30 p.m. Afternoon Workshops

Afternoon Break
Sponsored by

Workshop 5
WK5. 8-Hour Risk Assessment (Part 2 of 2) ⭐️⭐️
Pamela Walaski, CSP, CHMM, Director, Health and Safety, GAI Consultants, Inc.

Workshop 6
WK6. Building a Safety Climate Dashboard (All; Any)
- Evaluating leading and lagging indicators
- Communicating successes in safety
Joe Melton, CSHO, SSH, Manager of Consulting, RCI/Dekra

Workshop 7
WK7. Repurpose Your Current Content Toward Learner-Centric Tools (I/A; Any)
- Transform existing content to interaction and learner-centric tools
- Restructure PowerPoint content to support good facilitation
- Use context to support content and learning
William Trabilcy, CHMM, CET, Consultant/EHS Manager, EHS Works

Workshop 8
WK8. Key Environmental Regulatory Programs for the Safety Professional
- Review of air and water pollution and waste management requirements for most facilities
- How to seek and obtain permits
- What management programs are required: Oil SPCC, Storm Water SWP3, Hazardous Waste Contingency Plans, etc.
Greg Hemker, CHMM, Principal and Eric Harper, CSP, Manager, Process Safety, EHS Technology Group

4:30 p.m. – 6:00 p.m. Expo Preview/Welcome Reception
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TUESDAY, MARCH 13, 2018

7:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. Registration Desk Hours
Hall E Entrance
Sponsored by

7:30 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. Safety Expo in Hall E

7:30 a.m. Continental Breakfast in Expo Hall

8:15 a.m. Conference Opening General Session
Welcoming and Opening Remarks
Chet Brandon, President, Central Indiana Chapter of the American Society of Safety Engineers, with Proclamation from the Indiana Dept. of Labor

Keynote Presentation: It’s Your Safety, Don’t Give It Away
Kina Repp, Workplace Safety Advocate

9:30 a.m. Break in Expo Hall
Sponsored by

Concurrent Session One
Five sessions take place from 10:15 – 11:15 a.m., and four from 10:30 – 11:45 a.m. Please choose only one of the nine.

10:15 – 11:15 a.m.
Construction and Maintenance
1A. Basic Trenching and Excavation Safety (N; Any)  ⚠️
- Trenching and excavation safety information
- Best practices for worker safety
- Basics of soil classification and sloping/benching requirements
Dean Hiles, Loss Prevention Consultant, Gibson

1B. The Seven Delusions in Disaster-Prone Organizations (I/A; Any)
- Assumptions inherent in current approaches to safety monitoring and metrics
- Situations in which these assumptions can lead to an overestimation of the effectiveness of a safety program
- Possible solutions that can mitigate the negative effects of these assumptions
Mark Pergrem, MS, Senior Consultant, SAFEmap International

General Safety Sessions
1B. The Seven Delusions in Disaster-Prone Organizations (I/A; Any)
- Assumptions inherent in current approaches to safety monitoring and metrics
- Situations in which these assumptions can lead to an overestimation of the effectiveness of a safety program
- Possible solutions that can mitigate the negative effects of these assumptions
Mark Pergrem, MS, Senior Consultant, SAFEmap International

Updates in Education and Consulting Skills
1C. Alphabet Soup: Career Advancement with Certifications (All; Any)
- Identify accredited professional credentialing organizations
- Discuss the career benefits of professional development through certification
- Recognize the need for a targeted study plan to achieve success
Daniel Snyder, CSP, CEO, SPAN International Training, LLC

Effective Safety Management
1D. So, You’ve Been Cited for a Safety Violation ... Now What? (All; Any)  ⚠️
- Navigating the post-inspection process
- Evaluating and defending against safety orders
- Understanding the process when informal discussions fail
Ryan Poor, Partner, Ice Miller LLP

Occupational Health, Safety and Wellness
1E. Safety, It’s a Wonderful Life (All; Any)
- How to positively create an effective safety culture
- Pitfalls from past failed safety attempts
- Tools to succeed
Dale Lesinski, QSSP, Vice President, Sales and Training, DiVal Safety

10:30 – 11:45 a.m.
INSafe/Safety Fundamentals
1F. Improving Your Site’s Contractor Program: Perspective of VPP Mobile VPP Worksite
- How host site and contractors can work together to improve safety
- Do’s and Don’ts to improve your contractor program
- What makes a contractor program good from the contractor’s perspective
Clay West, Corporate Environmental Health and Safety Director and Terri Stofer, Assistant Environmental Health and Safety Director, BMWC

Technology in Safety
1G. Leading Indicators, Culture and Big Data: Using Your Safety Data to Predict Injuries (All; Any)  ⚠️
- Using leading indicators and your “big data” to assess culture
- Use predictive analytics to gain insight from safety audits/observations
- Learn from a case study on using safety analytics to reduce injuries
Chuck Pettinger, PhD, Process Change Leader, Predictive Solutions

Management Safety Principles and Solutions
1H. Beyond Compliance: Breaking Through to the Next Level of Safety, Health and Environmental Excellence (All; Any)
- Dynamics of why incidents occur after certification and the human factors that cause accidents, injuries and health/environmental incidents
- How culture is formed and better identify the missing or weak aspects of your own safety, health and environmental process
- A planning model for HSE culture change and determining strategic action steps for immediate implementation
Michael Topf, MA, President and CEO, Topf Initiatives

New for 2018!
- Sessions for technology in safety
- Sessions for construction and maintenance presented by Coalition of Construction Safety
- Sessions for human resources recertification credit
TUESDAY, MARCH 13, 2018

General Safety Sessions II
11. Strategies For Preventing Fatal and Life-Changing Injury Events (N; Any)
   • All organizations have exposure to risk that must be actively managed
   • Why people think the way they do and how that affects behaviors
   • Identify the common strategies that can be implemented to reduce exposures to these events
Greg Clone, CSP, Risk Management Executive and J. William Bayne, MS, CSP, Senior Risk Management Consultant, Eastern Alliance Insurance Group

11:00 a.m. – 1:30 p.m. Lunch in Expo Hall

Concurrent Session Two
Five sessions take place from 1:00 – 2:15 p.m., and four from 1:15 – 2:15 p.m. Please choose only one of the nine.

1:00 – 2:15 p.m.
Construction and Maintenance
2A. Fall Arrest Systems and Properly Calculating Distance (All; Any)
   • Issuing the right gear for the job
   • Calculating fall distances for various fall protection systems
   • Utilizing fall restraint systems as anchor point extensions
   Stephen “Craig” Clark, CHST, Safety Services Manager, Safety Management Group

2B. The Buried Truth Uncovered (All; Any)
   • Eric Giguere, a 41-year-old former laborer, shares his story of how he was buried alive while working in a trench
   • Hear the circumstances and events that led up to his accident and the profound effects it has had on him and his family
   • Learn from his death-defying safety message; a series of extraordinary events left Eric with an unbelievable story to tell
   Eric Giguere, Motivational Safety Speaker, Safety Awareness Solutions

Technology in Safety
2G. The Impact of Virtual Reality (VR) on Safety Training (All; Any)
   • How the use of VR allows workers to practice and hone their skills
   • How VR safety training can lower costs and increase revenue as workers’ comp will be reduced
   • How using VR demonstrates a commitment to worker safety
   Jeff White, Partner, VisionThree

Effective Safety Management
2D. Building a Quality Safety Observation Checklist and Training (N/I; Any)
   • Tips and tools to assessing current checklist and training material
   • Best practices for data communication
   • Experiences from speaker for instructing and coaching
   Joe Melton, CSHO, SSH, Manager of Consulting, RCI/Dekra

Occupational Health, Safety and Wellness
2E. Individual-Focused Safety: Three Critical Steps to Decrease Accidents and Increase Worker Health (All; Any)
   • How the top three foundational challenges affect even the most experienced individuals
   • How critical thinking corresponds to what is happening in the body, affecting safety under challenging stressors
   • Warning signs of destructive stress in yourself and your team and techniques that can be applied to combat any effects at the onset
   Debbie Vyskocil, BCN, President, Optimal Edge Performance

1:15 – 2:15 p.m.
INSafe/Safety Fundamentals
2F. Safe Work Practices for Tree Trimming
   • Personal protective equipment pertaining to residential tree trimming operations, logging operations and when exposed to high voltage electrical distribution equipment
   • Industry safety standards pertaining to tree trimming operations including OSHA and ANSI standards that may apply
   • Working safely with tree trimming equipment such as wood chippers, chain saws, ladders and aerial lifts
   • First aid requirements in the tree trimming industry
   Brad Freeman, CSP, CIH, INSafe Health Consultant and Gary Hulbert, CSP, CHMM, INSafe Health Consultant, Indiana Dept. of Labor

2H. Out of the Ashes: Building of a Refinery Emergency Response Team for All Hazards (I; Any)
   • History of a high-hazard facility’s struggles to overcome decades of neglect
   • Key building blocks for the formation of an industrial emergency response team for likely hazards
   • Importance of frequent testing of emergency response readiness with trusted response partners, which promotes semper paratus (always ready) for the team
   Damon Shodrock, CSP, Safety and Security Manager, Calumet San Antonio Refinery
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General Safety Sessions II
21. Rigging the Force in Your Favor (N/I; Any)
• Learn to identify rigging hazards and potential hazards
• Learn basic rigging hitches
• Learn what forces may be affecting your lifts
Izzy De Jesus, CSP, OHST, Loss Prevention Consultant, Gibson

2:15 p.m. Expo Hall Break
Sponsored by

2:45 – 3:45 p.m. Concurrent Session Three
Construction and Maintenance
3A. Fall Protection Awareness: Fall Clearances, New Regulations and Rescue Plans (All; Any)
• Understanding fall clearances
• New OSHA regulations and how they will affect the industry
• How to implement a fall rescue plan
Shawn Cherri, Fall Protection Specialist, 3M

General Safety Sessions
3B. Are You Prepared for an Active Shooter? (A; 0-249)
• How to respond during a situation
• How we might think in a stressful situation
• How to better prepare yourself
Matthew Harris, Environmental Health & Safety Manager, Neovia Logistics

Updates in Education and Consulting Skills
3C. Hazard Analysis and Risk Assessment Meet at the Crossroads (I; 0-100)
• Current view of risk analysis and risk assessment as they relate to safe outcomes
• Application of hazard analysis and risk assessment as they impact injuries, crashes and public liability exposure
• Using both hazard and risk to demonstrate safe outcomes
Francis Sehn, CSP, ARM, Vice President, Risk Control Services, Willis Towers Watson

Effective Safety Management
3D. Elements of an Effective Industrial Hygiene (IH) Program (All; Any)
• How to integrate an IH program into existing safety and health efforts
• The importance of sampling frequencies and data analysis to understand trends that might be hiding just beneath the surface during a one-time IH survey
• How to evaluate results and prioritize actions to affect maximum change
Andrew Boester, CIH, Director of Health and Safety Services, SES Environmental and Justin Hoover, CSP, MS, Corporate Industrial Hygiene and Safety Resource Specialist, Steel Dynamics

Occupational Health, Safety and Wellness
3E. Instilling a Safety Culture Through the Eyes of a Retired Explosives Detection Dog (All; Any)
• Understanding pitfalls of safety leadership
• Learn practical applications of safety leadership
• Learn how to better communicate as a leader
Greg Anderson, MS, Environmental and Safety Director, Kennedy Tank & Mfg.

INSafe/Safety Fundamentals
3F. Protecting Temporary Workers
• OSHA’s temporary worker initiative
• Host employer and staffing agency responsibilities for ensuring the safety of temporary workers
• Common OSHA standards and how they apply to temporary workers
• Best practices to stay in compliance with OSHA while keeping temporary workers safe
Emily Morlan, ASP, INSafe Safety Consultant and Curtis Taylor, ASP, INSafe Health Consultant, Indiana Dept. of Labor

Technology in Safety
3G. OSHA’s Electronic Submission of Injury and Illness Records (All; Any)
• Requirements of the new rule
• Which establishments are required to submit
• Timeline for submission
Hillary Whitney, CEES, Client Specialist, Risk Management Services, Gibson

Management Safety Principles and Solutions
3H. Adaptive Leadership: How Safety Professionals Influence Decision Makers (I/A; Any)
• Nominal Group Technique (NGT) qualitative research methodology
• Identify key competencies for influencing decision makers
• Concepts of adaptive leadership as applied to the practice of safety management
Daniel Snyder, CSP, CEO, SPAN International Training, LLC

General Safety Sessions II
3I. Preventing and Preparing for Agricultural Emergencies (All; 0-100)
• Scenarios within an agricultural operation that present serious hazards or potential for injury
• Available resources for preventing and responding to incidents that may occur within an agricultural environment
• Plans and training that can be used to prepare employees for response to an agricultural injury or fire
Ben Peetz, CSP, CFPS, Agribusiness Risk Control Consultant, FCCI Insurance Group
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3:45 p.m. Expo Hall Break
Sponsored by

4:00 – 5:00 p.m. Concurrent Session Four/Expo Closes

**Construction and Maintenance**
4A. Temporary Traffic Control Set-Up (N; Any)
• Define basic components of road construction temporary traffic control systems
• Explain several common work zone traffic control set-ups
• Review technical standards used to design temporary traffic control systems

Christina Merriott, CHST, Senior Safety Facilitator, Trinity Safety Group

**General Safety Sessions**
4B. Safe Decision Making (All; Any)
• Steps needed to make safe decisions
• Consequences of decisions on safety
• Various outcomes of decisions on safety

Bruce Guiliani, CSP, CET, Director of Safety and Loss Control, The Heritage Group and Stephanie Helgerman, CSP

**Updates in Education and Consulting Skills**
4C. Training Activities for OSHA’s Top Ten Citations (All; Any)
• How safety training games and activities can be used to improve workplace safety training
• Interactive training activities that can be used in training related to OSHA’s top 10 citations
• The top 10 OSHA violations for the previous year

Linda Tapp, CSP, President, SafetyFUNdamentals

**Effective Safety Management**
4D. Implementing a Safety Focus Process at Safety-Challenged Operations (I/A; 101+)
• Creating a safety culture takes time and effort but the results are overwhelming
• A safety focus is a process that supports improved efficiency, communication and safety in the workplace
• Safety focus is a team sport and is everyone’s responsibility

David Stauffer, CSP, Global Director of EHS, SBM Management

**Occupational Health, Safety and Wellness**
4E. Peace, Love, Safety: When Compliance-Driven Safety Isn’t Working (All; Any)
• Challenges facing the safety profession and why it is hard to be effective only in compliance mode
• Other options to successful safety leadership
• Align your safety thinking to match the workers and the executives

Regina McMichael, CSP, CET, President, The Learning Factory, Inc.

**INSafe/Safety Fundamentals**
4F. Best Practices for Connecting Managers and Employees
• How Cintas Corporation’s VPP site got its managers and employees “connected”
• How they got everyone to take ownership of safety during their VPP journey
• Best practices implemented and how they affected Cintas’ safety culture

Jason Hill, General Manager, Cintas Corporation

**Technology in Safety**
4G. Great Safety Performance is No Accident: Overcoming Common Incident Management Mistakes (All; Any)
• Common pitfalls that undermine incident management; risks of subpar management practices; best practices to boost your program performance
• Connection between JSAs, audits and inspections, near-miss and incident tracking and corrective actions
• Strategies for engaging employees and employing technology to create a world-class incident prevention program

Phil Mole, EHS and Sustainability Content Manager, VelocityEHS

**Management Safety Principles and Solutions**
4H. Engaging Management Into the Safety Process (I; Any)
• Industry best practices
• Leadership
• Communication

Clinton Wolfley, CSP, CHST, STSC, Director, Business Development, Board of Certified Safety Professionals

**General Safety Sessions II**
4I. Clearing Up the Confusion About Substance Abuse Testing (All; Any)
• Latest trends in substance abuse
• Understanding reasonable suspicion
• Misconceptions about drug testing

Tiffany Ellefson, General Manager, DISA/Midwest Toxicology Services

5:00 – 6:00 p.m. Reception (all attendees, speakers and sponsors/exhibitors are invited to attend)
7:30 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. Registration Desk Hours
Sponsored by

7:30 a.m. Continental Breakfast
Sponsored by

8:00 a.m. Morning General Session
Welcoming and Opening Remarks:
Chet Brandon, President, Central Indiana Chapter of the American Society of Safety Engineers

Keynote Presentation: You Don’t Lose Until You Quit Trying
Sergeant Sammy Davis, Congressional Medal of Honor Recipient

9:00 a.m. Break
Sponsored by

9:15 – 10:30 a.m. Concurrent Session Five

Construction and Maintenance
5A. Blending Messages for Workplace Injury Prevention and Wellness (focused on the construction industry) (All; Any) 🚨
• The link between health/wellness and the impact on work-related injuries
• Current trends in wellness initiatives
• Best practice case studies with real-time outcomes
Sheila Denman, MA, MS, PT, Sr. Vice President, ATI Worksite Solutions

General Safety Sessions
5B. Report Writing 101 (All; Any)
• How to write a more concise, detail-driven and direct report
• What to look for and words to use (or not use) when writing a report
• Training techniques to sharpen your report output
Daniel Boreman, HSSE Director, Emission Monitoring Service, Inc.

Updates in Education and Consulting Skills
5C. Implementing the New OSHA Respirable Crystalline Silica Standard in General Industry (All; Any)
• Basic elements of the new OSHA standard
• Practical implementation considerations
• One company’s approach to preparing for the standard to be compliant by June 2018
Greg Zigulis, CSP, CIH, President/Health and Safety Manager, Sixth Sense Safety Solutions

Effective Safety Management
5D. Financial Aspects of Safety 🌐
Tom Cecich, CSP, CIH, Strategic Board Advisor, Avetta and Past President, American Society of Safety Engineers (2016-17)

Work Comp: Injuries, Analysis and Prevention
5E. Chronic Pain With an Aging Workforce: Keep Your Aging Workforce Productive, Happy and Claim-Free Through a Total Worker Health Approach (A; Any) 🌐
• Learn impactful and tangible ways to reduce presenteeism in the workplace
• Break down the cost savings and productivity benefits of a proactive worker’s health mindset
• How to achieve your ROI when implementing a worker’s health program
Kevin Lombardo, President and CEO, DORN Companies

INSafe/Safety Fundamentals
5F. Eliminate Panic by Making a Plan 🚨
• OSHA standards, interpretations and laws pertaining to first aid, bloodborne pathogens and emergency action plans
• How to develop and implement a plan for first aid
• Review of other emergency equipment
Mark McDaniel, INSafe Safety Consultant and Debbie Rauen, INSafe Safety Consultant, Indiana Dept. of Labor

Management Safety Principles and Solutions
5G. Root Cause Analysis (RCA): An Old Tool with a Critical New Twist for Better Prevention AND Safety Culture (I/A; Any) 🌐
• RCA, one of our most powerful tools to identify risks of injury, falls short in analyzing the cultural, peer and process influences that surround an employee
• Practical RCA process to uncover and analyze both cultural and work process root and contributory causes, beyond traditional 6M or fishbones
• Enhancements to incident investigation tools and systemic corrective actions, based on the RCA
Cathy Hansell, SMS, CSM, CCSR, MS, JD, President, Breakthrough Results, LLC

General Safety Sessions II
5H. Machine Functional Safety: Principles, Standards and Implementation (All; Any)
• Machine functional safety lifecycle
• Industry standards
• Safety components
Amber Gray, Automation Area Manager IC/Sensors/Safety, FS Tech, Kirby Risk

10:30 a.m. Break
10:45 – 11:45 a.m. Concurrent Session Six

Construction and Maintenance
6A. Success Stories from Coalition for Construction Safety Excellence in Safety Award Winners (All; Any)
• How management impacts safety culture
• Innovations that improve safety performance
• Using leading indicators to prevent incidents
Marcy Watson, Association Manager, Coalition for Construction Safety

General Safety Sessions
6B. Key Safety and Health Documents: Sword or Shield? (All; Any)
• Difference between mandatory documents and those that can be withheld during inspections
• Types of legal privileges and how they apply to internal documents and those prepared by third parties
• Issues surrounding document destruction, spoliation of evidence and obstruction of justice
Adele Abrams, JD, CMSP, President, Law Office of Adele L. Abrams PC

Updates in Education and Consulting Skills
6C. Electrical Safety For Managers, Updated For 2018 70E (All; Any)
• New safety planning and job briefings requirements
• New 2018 70E update
• New risk assessment documentation requirements
Daryn Lewellyn, President, Electrical Training Pro, LLC

Effective Safety Management
6D. Effective Safety Training Techniques (N/I; Any)
• Develop activities that keep training fun and attendees engaged
• Best determine the appropriate learning tools for your company and make clear, concise and effective presentations
• Overview of the generations working today and how their learning styles affect training
Bradford Weber, Operations Manager, Safety Consulting, Sheakley

Work Comp: Injuries, Analysis and Prevention
6E. Lower Your Workers’ Comp Premiums! (N/I; 0-249)
• Understanding your experience modification rating
• Key components to an effective return-to-work program
• Opportunities for both premium and operating cost savings
David Burke, CSP, Loss Prevention Consultant, Gibson

INSafe/Safety Fundamentals
6F. Making Data-Driven Decisions: Using 300 Logs and Accident Reports to Better Your Safety Program
• Different methods of root cause analysis (DMAIC, 5-Whys, etc.)
• How to get to the root cause of an injury
• Common observations from OSHA logs
• Real-life examples
Kenneth Boucher II, Executive Director of Quality, Metrics and Statistics, Indiana Dept. of Labor

Management Safety Principles and Solutions
6G. Task Analysis: Waste of Time ... or Worse? (I/A; 250+)
• The biomechanical hazard hypothesis…and its legacy
• Understanding musculoskeletal pain, prevalence and disability
• Effective task analysis and design prioritization
Benjamin Atkinson, Ergonomist, Toyota Motor Manufacturing North America

General Safety Sessions II
6H. Additive Manufacturing: Methods, Hazards and Safety Culture (All; Any)
• Additive manufacturing is a set of processes that are rapidly expanding from prototyping to manufacturing applications
• A robust and adaptive safety culture will be essential to maintaining safety in this rapidly advancing area
Gary Roth, MS, PhD, Health Scientist, National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH)

12:00 – 1:30 p.m. 2018 Governor’s Workplace Safety Awards Lunch
Sponsored by Ice Miller

Remarks: Jeff Fox, President Elect/Conference Chair, Central Indiana Chapter of the American Society of Safety Engineers. GWSA Presentation: Commissioner and Assistant Commissioner, Indiana Dept. of Labor. Indiana Chamber Safety Compliance Specialist Certificates Presentation: Jennifer George, Director, Conferences, Indiana Chamber of Commerce

Luncheon Presentation: The State of the Safety Profession
Tom Cecich, Strategic Board Advisor, Avetta and Past President, American Society of Safety Engineers (2016-17)

1:30 p.m. Break

1:45 – 2:45 p.m. Concurrent Session Seven

Construction and Maintenance
7A. OSHA’s New Silica Rule in Construction: Everything You Need to Know (A; Any)
• Identify specific activities that will be affected by this rule
• Understand when employee monitoring and medical evaluations will be applicable
• Completing and implementing an exposure control plan
Chris Hall, CHST, Director of Education and Training, Safety Resources Inc.

General Safety Sessions
7B. Construction and the Confined Space Standard (All; Any)
• Understanding the requirements of the construction confined space standard
• How to determine necessary permitting
• How to develop confined space rescue plans
Bruce Giuliani, CSP, CET, Director of Safety and Loss Control, The Heritage Group
Updates in Education and Consulting Skills
7C. A Real-World View: Implementing New OSHA Fall Protection Regulations (All; Any)
- Review of major changes from new OSHA fall protection regulations
- Answers to frequently asked questions on the new regulations
- Factors and actions to consider when planning for compliance with the new rule
Tracey Riepenhoff, PE, CSP, PMP, Project Manager, LJB Inc.

Work Comp: Injuries, Analysis and Prevention
7D. Worker’s Compensation Management: Why Choosing a Physical Therapy Provider With Functional Movement Expertise Makes All the Difference (All; Any)
- Key components to help decision makers differentiate physical therapy providers and the quality of services
- Why faulty movements over time with repetitive job tasks lead to injury and why correction of the same should alleviate the issue
- Effects of movement impairment correction for the injured worker and how it affects future productivity, cost savings and injury reduction
Brad Howell, DPT, OCS, Physical Therapist, Vice President of Indiana Operations and Viresh Vasu, PT, OCS, COMT, Physical Therapist, ATI Physical Therapy

INSafe/Safety Fundamentals
7E. OSHA’s Walking and Working Surfaces Standard
- OSHA requirements and revisions that address ladders, scaffolds, floors, stairways, and other walking and working surfaces
- New PPE requirements related to fall protection equipment
- When and where fall protection is required and the various fall protection systems, methods and options to use
- Training regulations regarding fall hazards, fall protection systems, scaffolds and other requirements
Bryan Thais, INSafe Safety Consultant, Indiana Dept. of Labor

Management Safety Principles and Solutions
7F. Plan it. Do it. Engaging Employees Through Scheduled Safety and Health Initiatives (N/I; Any)
- Gain a basic understanding of national safety and health awareness initiatives
- Tips for engaging employees in efforts year-round
- Ideas for incorporating OSHA-compliant safety and health incentive programs

2:45 p.m. Break

3:00 – 4:00 p.m. Concurrent Session Eight

Construction and Maintenance
8A. Crisis Management for Construction Sites (A; Any)
- Understand the nature and scope of a crisis
- Develop an appropriate response to a crisis
- Establish a program of dress rehearsals
Jeff Carter, Senior Safety Consultant, Safety Resources Inc. and retired Deputy Commissioner of Labor, Indiana OSHA

General Safety Sessions
8B. Department of Transportation Regulations: What You Need to Know (All; Any)
- Determine if you operate CMVs and are therefore subject to DOT regulations
- Basic overview of applicable federal regulations and Indiana exceptions
- Recent and upcoming changes in regulations
Dee Davis, Senior Safety Consultant, National Transportation Consultants

Work Comp: Injuries, Analysis and Prevention
8D. Newly Employed and Quickly Injured: A Legal Solution
- Reduce early seniority work injuries and facilitate return-to-work post-injury in situations where task modification and ergonomic changes are not possible
- Process required to create a legally compliant program
- Value of using post-offer screening in reducing injury frequency, lost time and related costs
Curt DeWeese, PT, Director, Atlas Injury Prevention Solutions

INSafe/Safety Fundamentals
8E. 2017 Serious Injury Reports for Indiana: Record Year for Amputations/Hospitalizations (All; Any)
- Actual call-in reports from around the state
- Most common accidents in Indiana
Julie Alexander, JD, Director of General Industry and Whistleblower Investigation Unit, Indiana Department of Labor

4:00 p.m. 2018 Indiana Safety and Health Conference Adjourns
The annual Governor's Workplace Safety Awards will be presented during the 2018 Indiana Safety and Health Conference & Expo at the Indiana Convention Center.

All award categories are open for applications, including the newly integrated "Everyday Safety Hero" Award!

Learn more and apply today at www.in.gov/dol/2934.htm